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Main comments

This paper presents a interesting method to calculate a grid soil moisture index potentially
on area not covered by a dense Land-surface models (LSM). This method is based on a
simple 1-parameter soil moisture accounting model. This parameter is first optimized
using as reference the temporal outputs of the SURFEX model, and then regionalized using
Random Forest (RF) method and different grid static information (climatic variable and soil
occupation).

The paper is potentially publishable in NHESS, after some minor corrections.

In my view, the two main points that need to be improved are :

- the methods that are not always clearly described ;

- the results that are not sufficiently discussed.

The following detailed comments provid some change suggestions concerning those 2
points.

 



Detailed comments

L1-2 : Maybe change the title in : « Estimating soil moisture conditions for drought
monitoring with Random Forest and a simple soil moisture accounting scheme». See my
very last rq

L28 : Is it « evapotranspiration » or « potential evapotranspiration » (see other similar rq)

L74 : « Stefan et al » not found in the bibliography, but « Vivien-Georgiana Stefan »

L99-100 : Please remove « without calibration ». Regional methods are calibrated. 

L100-101 : The « water holding capacity » parameter and the « simple soil moisture
model » should be briefly introduced before. Otherwhise, the reader has difficulties to
understand the goal of the paper. Furthermore, I am not sure that the A parameter can be
called « water holding capacity » (see rq later)

L123 : Is it « evapotranspiration » or « potential evapotranspiration » (see other similar
rq). Furthermore, I am not sure that (P)ET is part of the SAFRAN variables. How did you
obtain it? 

L132 : « Quintana-Segui et al 2020 » is not in the bibliography, but 2008 or 2019

L140 : «Martinez-Fenandez et al 2015 » is not find in the bibliography, but « 2016 »

L145 : I would introduce later the ESDB

L148-160 : I would move this part in « methods », when describing the first
regionalisation method.

L159 : « Then, these estimates have been used to set the A parameter of the SMA
model » should be remove. The SMA model and its A parameter should be introduced in



« methods ». You should also maybe give the equation of your SMA (maybe in
annex) otherwhise it is hard to understand what exactly this « A parameter » stands for.
And I’m not sure you can call it « soil water holding capacity » as you did L100. Its
physical meaning is not so clear. 

166 « PET » is not defined. Furthermore, you never talk about « potential
evapotranspiration » before, but just « evapotranspiration » (see previous rq) 

L166-174 : I would divide this part in two. One for describing ths SMA model, another to
descibe the « first regionalisation method ». In this second part I would place L148-160
(see previous rq). Furtermore I would clearly explain how do you make the link between A
and TAWC ? Do you fit a regression model? Or simply assess A = TAWC ?

L174 : say clearly that you optimize A for each grid cell independently since « run » one
SMA model per cell. This is not clear in your paper.

L178-178 : not clear. Furthermore « SWI » is not introduced.

L179 : give more details of this « direct estimation of A within TAWC (See previous rq).
And do you say « direct » ? Because you state that A=TAWC ? Otherwise (regression) you
should remove « direct » and « indirect » for RF. Both are regional methods with
parameters to be calibrated, the later with much more parameters…

L181 : According to figure 3, RF does not use only « physiographic » variable, but also
« climatic ».

L183 : change the title (without « water holding capacity »)

L198 : I am not sure that the A parameter is called « soil water holding capacity »

L198 : « the properties of the 5x5 grid cells » : it is not clear. Which grid variable are used
as input in your RF model?

L208-212 : Same rq : which variable did you test together, how ? Figure 3 gives the final
result, but we don’t know how you reach it. If you only tested the variables from figure 3,
just say it (it is not clear in the paragraph if you’ve tested more variables to finally selec



only these ones). Furthermore, did you test your TAWC variable in your set of variable ? 

L202 : Do you have some « hyperparameters » (ie structure of the model, optimization
parameters...) in your random forest model ? If yes how are they chosen? (this is a naive
question, I’ve never used random forest models, only neural networks, where you
generaly define 3 periods : training, validation, test)

L253 : Do you mean Fig 2 instead of Fig 3 ?

L263 : Please define clearly « each predictor ». Which ones ? Annual averaging ?

L263 : Does « cross validation » means « out of bag » used before in « methods » ? If yes
please use only one term and cite the paragraph in « methods » explaining what have
been done.

L271-274: See previous rq on the tested input variables. In particular, was the  TAWC
also included in the set ? Any comment about the fact that climatic variables seems more
important than «physiographic » (ie and use). Since P(t) and ETP(t) are the temporal
inputs of the SMA model, one could think that A only depends on physiography.

L276-278 : Don’t repeat what is explained in the « methods », but just mention the
paragraph. Furthermore, it is not clear if nash from Fig 4 are calculated using A
regionalised with both methods versus A optimized with SURFEX, or using output from
SMA (with A regionalised from both methods) versus rescaled SWI of SURFEX. I guess the
first option is what is done.

L288 : Put « Detection of dry soil moisture conditions» as in the title of 3.3

L290-302 : The analysis could be more detailed. What is improved by the 2d method ?
POD ? FAR ? Or both ? And where ? It could be maybe usefull to plot the (relative)
differences (or ratio) between both methods to support the analysis. Furthermore, Figure
5 should be rescaled (setting asp=1 if you are using R)

L306 : « soil saturation level » is used for the first time. Do you mean « soil moisture
conditions » previously used ?



L323-344 : I agree with you on the usefullness of your method. But it is not only due to
random forest, but also to the simple conceptual SMA model which with only one
parameter per pixel, is able to « mimic » a physically based LSM. I think this main
message should be reflected in the title (see first rq)
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